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Topological aspects of DNA and similar chiral molecules are commonly dis-
cussed in geometry, while their electronic structure’s topology is less explored.
Recent experiments revealed that DNA could efficiently filter spin-polarized
electrons, called the chiral-induced spin-selectivity (CISS). However, the un-
derlying correlation between chiral structure and electronic spin remains elu-
sive. In this work, we reveal an orbital texture in the band structure, a topo-
logical characteristic induced by the chirality. We find that the orbital texture
enables the chiral molecule to polarize the quantum orbital, called the orbital
polarization effect (OPE). The OPE induces spin polarization assisted by the
spin-orbit interaction only from the metal contact and also leads to magnetism-
dependent conductance and chiral separation. Beyond CISS, we predict that
OPE can also induce spin-selective phenomena even in achiral but inversion-
breaking materials.
Introduction
In chemistry and biochemistry, the chirality is the geometric asymmetry of a large group of
molecules with a nonsuperposable mirror image, either left- or right-handed. It plays a prominent
role in chemistry and biology (1) for example in the enantioselective catalysis (2) and drug
design (3). In physics, the chirality usually refers to the locking of spin and motion such as
the Weyl fermions (4) and neutrinos (5). Although the chirality represents seemingly irrelevant
characters in different fields, recent experiments (6) reveal an unexpected correlation between
the chiral geometry and the electronic spin. When they transmitted through DNA, electrons
get highly spin-polarized, and the polarization depends on the chirality. This effect is called
chiral-induced spin selectivity (CISS)(see Refs. (7,8) for review) and is also observed in many
other chiral molecules (9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16) and even some chiral crystals (17,18,19). The
high spin polarization is induced and manipulated in ways not previously imagined (20).
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In the last decade, the CISS effect has demonstrated appealing application potential in
spintronic devices (21,22, 12, 23, 13, 14, 15, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31), chiral electrocatalysis
(32, 33, 34, 35, 36) and enantiomer selectivity (37, 38). For instance, chiral molecules were found
to adsorb on a ferromagnetic substrate with different speeds that depend on both the chirality and
the substrate magnetization, leading to efficient separation of enantiomers (37). When contacting
to magnetic leads, the chiral molecule exhibits magnetization-dependent resistivity, i.e. the
magnetoresistance (MR) (21,12, 23, 24, 26, 27, 39, 40). However, the physical origin of CISS, i.e.
the relation between the chiral structure and the electron spin, is still debated.
The first characteristic feature of CISS experiments is their robustness at room temperature
(Ref. (8) and references therein). The second feature is that they are dynamical phenomena that
usually involve electron tunneling or electron transfer in the non-equilibrium process. Chiral
molecules like DNA exhibit no spin polarization at the ground state, and the CISS effect vanishes
at equilibrium. For example, the chiral separation disappears after the substrate and molecules
reach thermodynamic equilibrium after a long enough time (37, 38). Another feature that usually
attracts little attention is that chiral molecules commonly have direct contact with a noble metal
(e.g., gold) substrate, thin-film, or nanoparticles in these experiments.
Although many theories have been developed to understand the CISS effect (41,42,43,44,
45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69), the
consensus is not reached. Most models consider the chiral molecule as a spin filter and require
an effective spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in the molecule to couple the electron motion and spin.
However, it is known that the experimentally measured SOC is no larger than a few meV in
related organic systems (e.g. the curved carbon nanotubes (70, 71)). Thus it is challenging to
rationalize the robustness of CISS at room temperature (26 meV), even though several scenarios
were proposed to enhance the spin polarization. In addition, there are debates on the role of
dephasing in CISS (42,43, 45, 46, 48, 50, 55).
The chiral electronic structure of Weyl semimetals (72,73, and references therein) inspires
us to explore the band structure topology of DNA and similar chiral molecules. In this work, we
reveal an ubiquitous topological orbital texture in the chiral lattice and propose a mechanism that
the chiral molecule acts as an orbital polarizer or an orbital filter, rather than a spin filter, in the
CISS effect. The orbital polarization effect (OPE) does not require SOC from the molecule and
remains much robust against the temperature fluctuation. The orbital refers to the atomic orbital
angular momentum (OAM) of the wave function. By calculations with the Landauer-Bttiker
formalism, we demonstrate that electrons get orbital-polarized after transmitting through the
chiral molecule, in which the polarization depends on the chirality. (i) When electrons propagate
from the lead through the molecule, the chirality filters the orbital and subsequently selects
the spin, because orbital and spin are pre-locked by SOC in the heavy-metal lead. Thus, these
transmitted electrons become spin-polarized, leading to the CISS, as illustrated in Figure 1c.
(ii) When electrons transmit from the chiral molecule into the lead, the orbital-polarization
induces spin polarization also because of SOC in the lead. (iii) Furthermore, when it is magnetic
(spin-polarized), the lead is also orbital-polarized because of SOC. If the orbital polarization of
the lead matches that of the molecule, the electron tunneling is fast and otherwise slow, leading to
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Figure 1: The orbital polarization and the orbital texture. (a) The ab initio band structure
of the right-handed peptide 310 helix with orbital texture. The orbital texture refers to the
parallel or anti-parallel relation between orbital polarization Lz and the momentum. The inset
shows the atomic structure the 310 helix where gray, blue, red, and white spheres represent C,
N, O, and H atoms. (b) The band structure of a tight-binding model of the helix. The helix
has a three-fold screw rotation (see inset), same as the 310 helix. (c) Illustration of the orbital
polarization effect in transport. (i) The helix (small black spheres) connects two leads that are
linear atomic chain (large black spheres). The spin-orbit coupling (SOC) exists only in leads but
not in the chiral helix. At given energy, the orbital gets polarized to +Lz as the electron transmits
through the chiral molecule. (ii) When electrons run into the right lead where SOC exists, the
orbital polarization induces spin polarization. The half circles with arrows represent the ±Lz
orbital. Thin arrows represent the spin. The larger orbital and spin stand for the orbital and spin
polarization, respectively, are in the right lead. (iii) The chiral molecule filters the +Lz state but
suppresses the −Lz state injected from the left lead. The yellow curves illustrate the scattering
trajectory with arrows. If the spin is pre-locked to the orbital in the left lead, transmitted electrons
become spin-polarized due to the orbital filtering. We note that the multiple-mode leads allow
the emergence of spin polarization in the two-terminal conductance despite the presence of the
time-reversal symmetry.
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MR. It also induces different adsorbance / desorbance speed of molecules with opposite chirality,
resulting in the chirality separation on the magnetic substrate (37). We rationalize the CISS and
related phenomena without requiring the presence of SOC in the molecule. We point out that the
heavy metal lead plays the role of a spin-orbit translator that converts the orbital polarization into
the spin polarization. Additionally, we also clarify the debates about dephasing. Furthermore, our
work reveals the deep connection between CISS and the magnetochiral anisotropy (74) discussed
in the condensed-matter physics community. Besides chiral molecules, we predict that OPE can
also lead to spin-selective effects in achiral but noncentronsymmetric molecules and solids.
Results
Topological Orbital Texture
The band structure of the chiral lattice exhibits a topological feature that we call the orbital
texture. We take a periodic chain of the right-handed peptide 310 helix as an example. It is
a typical secondary structure found in proteins and polypeptides, which was also studied in
the CISS experiment (75). The helix exhibits the three-fold screw rotation around the z-axis.
This symmetry induces the Dirac-like band crossings at the zone center (Γ) and boundary(±Z),
as shown in the ab initio band structure in Figure 1a. It always sticks three bands together
as a general consequence of the nonsymmorphic symmetry in the band structure topology
(76,77). Thus, the nature of a chiral band structure involves multiple bands, beyond the one-band
description. Here, SOC is ignored in the band structure since it is negligibly small.
A salient feature in the band structure is the orbital polarization Lz. The Lz refers to the
atomic OAM. Without loss of generality, the OAM operator Lˆz in the px,y,z basis, is known
to be, Lˆz =
0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
, where we omit the index for atomic sites. It has three eigen states
p± ≡ (px ± ipy)/
√
2, pz with Lz = ±1, 0, respectively. Because of the inversion symmetry(IS)-
breaking, the Bloch wave function is allowed to exhibit nonzero OAM at the finite momentum.
The screw rotation constrains that the OAM aligns along the z direction, i.e. Lz. It is worth
stressing that the OAM represents the self-rotation of the wave functions around atomic centers
and is not a conserved quantity. To respect the time-reversals symmetry (TRS), Lz exhibits
opposite signs at the kz and−kz points, as shown in Figure 1a. Similar to the chirality of a Weyl
fermions (72,73), Lz and kz are always parallel or anti-parallel, which depends on the molecule
chirality. Different from the Weyl point that exhibits infinitely large polarization, the Lz vanishes
to zero at Γ and ±Z because of TRS. According to the symmetry analysis, we point out that
such an orbital texture is ubiquitous for a chiral lattice with and without a helix structure. Even
when the screw rotational symmetry vanishes in a non-helical structure, the orbital texture still
preserves because of the IS-breaking.
We adopt a right-handed helix model to represent a chiral chain. The helix includes three
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sites in the primitive unit-cell and exhibits the same three-fold screw rotation as the 310 helix.
We set three p-orbitals (px,y,z) on each site and consider the nearest neighboring hopping in a
tight-binding model (see more details in SM). As shown in Figure 1b, its band structure also
exhibits the same band degeneracy and orbital texture. For a linear chain, in contrast, the orbital
polarization is strictly zero at all k-points because of the presence of both inversion symmetry
and TRS.
The topological orbital texture originates in the anisotropic hopping of the chiral orbital
along the chiral chain. For generality, we consider a right-hand helical chain with the n-fold
screw rotation, in which the site i has two nearest neighbors, i + 1 along +z and i − 1 along
−z. We set two bases, p±, at each site, and set the hopping integral as the simple Slater-Koster
type (78). Among the same orbital (p+ or p−), the hoppings from i to i± 1 are the same. From
p+ to p−, however, the hopping from i to i+ 1 is different from that from i to i− 1 by a phase
factor e−i4pi/n. If the chirality reverses, the phase −4pi/n also changes its sign. Take a helix with
n = 4, for example. The inter-orbital hopping is different by a “–” sign between the up and
down directions. It means that p+ prefers a certain direction in hopping, while p− prefers the
opposite direction. Consequently, the anisotropic inter-orbital hopping induces the orbital texture
in the band structure. It also indicates that the orbital texture is as robust as the hopping integral’s
energy scale, i.e., the bandwidth. At a finite Fermi energy in the band structure, oppositely
propagating electrons carry opposite orbital polarization, resulting in the orbital polarization
effect discussed in the following.
Two-terminal Transport and Dephasing
In previous theoretical studies (42,43,44,48,50,52,53,55,58,60,62), the dynamic CISS process
is usually mapped to a transmission problem between two achiral leads through a chiral molecule
that exhibits effective SOC due to different mechanisms. The spin polarization of the transmitted
electrons is evaluated as evidence of the CISS. In this work, we adopt the same transmission
model but remove SOC from the chiral molecule. As illustrated in Figure 2a, we add a linear
part with atomic SOC between the chiral molecule and both leads, to simulate the fact that
chiral molecules commonly contact to the noble metal substrate. Both leads and the chiral
molecule have no SOC. Achiral linear chains represent leads and the SOC part. The tight-binding
Hamiltonian of the whole system (both leads and the center region) is constructed with atomic
p-orbitals (px, py, pz) and the hopping parameters in the same way as that for the band structure
calculation in Figure 1c.
We obtain the scattering matrix Snm from the left (L) to the right (R) lead by the scattering
theory and obtain the conductance by the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker formula (79),
GL→R =
e2
h
∑
n∈R,m∈L
|Snm|2, (1)
where Snm is the transmission amplitude from m-th eigenstate in the left lead to the n-th
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eigenstate in the right lead. In the following discussion, we will use G for GL→R if it is not noted
specifically.
In both leads, the spin (Sz =↑↓) and the orbital (Lz = ±, 0) are conserved quantities because
of the disappearance of SOC and the axial rotational symmetry, respectively. Thus, one can
classify the conductance into each Sz or Lz channels. Given the non-polarized injection state
from the left lead, we estimate the spin and orbital, respectively, polarized conductance of
transmitted electrons in the right lead by,
GSz = GL→R↑ −GL→R↓ (2)
GLz = GL→R+ −GL→R−, (3)
where GL→RSz(Lz) represents the conductance from the L lead to the Sz(Lz) channel of the
R lead. Here, GL→R Lz=0 is omitted because the Lz = 0 state does not contribute to the
total polarization. Corresponding spin and orbital polarization ratios are PSz = GSz/G and
PLz = GLz/G, respectively.
To demonstrate the CISS, we will show that electrons go through the chiral molecule and
get spin-polarized, which is caused by the orbital polarization effect, by calculating GSz and
GLz . We have performed all conductance calculations by our program and verified them with
the quantum transport package Kwant (80). Related model parameters can be found in the SM.
The dephasing related to the inelastic process was frequently discussed as a necessary
condition (42, 43, 50, 60) to generate CISS. The single-mode leads employed in these models
prohibit the spin current in the presence of TRS (81,82,54). The existence of multiple modes
in our leads allows the emergence of spin current without introducing the extra dephasing. We
note that multiple modes represent the more realistic condition of the transition metal contact,
compared to the single-mode model. However, the existence of the two-terminal MR, i.e.
GL→R(+M) 6= GL→R(−M), requires the dephasing to leak electrons into virtual leads (83).
Otherwise, the charge conservation forces the reciprocity regardless of the mode number in leads.
Therefore, the role of dephasing in CISS depends on whether the lead is magnetic or not, as
discussed in the following sections. In calculations, we introduce the dephasing parameter iη
as the Bu¨ttiker virtual probe (83) equally to each site of the chiral molecule. As long as the
dephasing exists, we find that the nonreciprocal MR manifests the CISS effect in a two-terminal
device.
Orbital Polarization Effect and CISS
The orbital texture induces the OPE as electrons go through the chiral molecule. Different from
the band structure, the energy level of a finite-size molecule exhibits no dispersion. Nevertheless,
we can still use insights from the band structure and regard the molecule wave function as the
superposition of the right and left movers from the band structure. Since right and left movers
exhibit opposite Lz, the molecule displays no orbital polarization at the ground state. When an
electron tunnels through the molecule from left to right, it transmits through the right mover
channel, as illustrated in Figure 1c.
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The chiral molecule plays roles as both an orbital filter and an orbital polarizer. If we
approximate Lz as conserved, then Lz does not flip as traveling through the molecule. We can
regard the chiral channel as an orbital filter that only allows a given Lz to pass, as illustrated
in Figure 1c. The orbital filter is essential at the interface between the chiral molecule and the
left lead, where the incident orbitals get filtered. However, Lz is not a conserved quantity in
the molecule and will flip in the transmission. The GLz also includes substantial orbital-flip
contribution due to the transmission from p− and pz states at left lead to p+ at right (see the
channel-specific conductance in SM), caused by the orbital polarizer effect. It is interesting to
see that the chiral channel can even polarize the |Lz = 0〉 state. The orbital polarizer is vital
when electrons run from the molecule into the right lead. These emitting electrons can induce
intense orbital polarization in the right lead.
The chiral molecule exhibits preferred transmission for electrons with the orbital polarization
parallel or anti-parallel, which is determined by the chirality to the transmitting direction at a
specific energy. Our conductance calculations confirm the OPE, as indicated by the nonzero GLz
in Figure 2b. We turn off the SOC in the whole device and observe no spin polarization in the
conductance since the motion and spin separate at all. We recall that the linear chain exhibits no
orbital texture. The OPE is only due to the orbital texture in the chiral region.
With SOC from the contact, OPE eventually leads to the spin polarization. We turn on the
atomic SOC (λSOC) in the short linear chains. For simplicity, we put the SOC part attached to
both leads to make them symmetric. As shown in Figure 2, the spin polarization (PSz ) increases
as λSOC increases. At given λSOC , one can find that GSz is roughly proportional to GLz . Here,
the SOC converts the orbital polarization to the spin polarization, since SOC locks the spin and
orbital together. For example, p+ (p−) is locked to the ↑ (↓) spin in |jm = 32〉 (|jm = −32〉) state
(jm is the z projection of the total angular momentum). Although |jm = ±32〉 are degenerate in
the SOC regime, the chiral molecule filters the p+ (p−) state and consequently selects the ↑ (↓)
spin around the energy –1.8 (+1.8) eV in Figure 2d. If reversing the chirality of the molecule,
the orbital texture gets inverted, and thus, the spin polarization can be flipped.
As increasing the atomic number (N ) in the chiral chain, the calculated PSz first increases
and soon gets nearly saturated after N = 7. In reality, the critical length depends on the
material details. The region of increasing PSz can interpret the length-enhanced spin polarization
in the experiment (6, 12, 84). We note that N = 1, 2 are actually achiral segments and thus
corresponding PSz is zero. The OPE is a robust effect compared to the temperature because the
orbital texture is in the order of magnitude of the bandwidth (e.g. ∼ 0.5 eV for the 310 helix in
Figure 1a) and thus is much larger than the room temperature. Given than SOC in the heavy
metal lead lies in a similar magnitude, the resultant spin polarization in CISS becomes a strong
phenomenon in the ambient condition.
The existence of spin polarization does not require extra dephasing in our calculations. This
is because we have three modes in each lead. We find that the spin conductance GSz is insensitive
to the moderate dephasing with strong SOC and turns to decrease when the large dephasing
violates the coherence (see Figure 2c and SM). If single-mode leads are employed, we verify
GSz = 0 without dephasing (see SM).
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Figure 2: Orbital polarization and spin polarization in the conductance. (a) The transport
model includes two linear leads and the chiral molecule with two helical units long. The SOC
is only added to the intermediate site between the chiral molecule and the lead. (b) The orbital
polarization GLz exists while the spin conductance GSz = 0 for λSOC = 0. G is the total
conductance. (c)(e)&(f) GSz and the spin polarization rate PSz increases as turning on SOC. The
GSz (peak value around 1.8 eV) dependence on the dephasing term η is shown in the inset of (c).
(d) Peaks of PSz [noted in (c)] increase quickly as increasing the length of the chiral molecule
and get almost saturated after the number of atoms is 7 [the same length as the model shown in
(a)]. No dephasing is included in calculations except the inset of (c).
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As discussed above, the required SOC comes from heavy metal leads such as gold (sometimes
by contacts with the In-doped SnO2 (33), GaN, and CdSe (15) in experiments). The λSOC
dependence of CISS can be examined in transport experiments to verify our OPE theory. However,
photoemission experiments of CISS deserve subtle treatment since they do not involve two-
terminal devices. In intense light irradiation, the substrate ejects electrons into the vacuum
through a layer of chiral molecules, and then the magnetization of photoelectrons is measured
by a Mott polarimeter (11, 14). We note that the Mott detector is sensitive to both the orbital
moment and spin moment. Since the orbital moment does not rely on any SOC, the detected
total magnetization of photoelectrons may be less sensitive to the substrate SOC, compared to
the transport measurement.
Magnetoresistance and Magnetic Chiral Separation
The orbital polarization can also rationalize these experiments on the MR (21,22, 12, 23, 13, 14,
24, 26, 27) and chiral separation by the magnetic substrate. (37, 38). In MR experiments, a
gold nanoparticle was included between one lead and the chiral molecule and the other lead is
magnetic such as nickel. Switching the lead magnetization induces the change of resistance. For
the chirality selection, the substrate is a ferromagnetic Co film covered by a thin layer (several
nanometers) of gold. Molecules with opposite chirality get adsorbed to the substrate at a different
speed, leading to the separation of chiral enantiomers. In the transient state when the molecule
gets adsorbed on a metal surface, a small amount of charge transfer occurs between them (75).
The speed of the charge transfer, which is a quantity similar to the conductance, characterizes
the speed of the adsobance. Therefore, we can gain useful insights both for the adsorbance and
MR from the conductance calculations.
As injecting spin-polarized electrons from the substrate, the gold regime becomes spin-
polarized and also orbital polarized because of SOC. Then the orbital direction is locked with
the magnetization direction. If this orbital matches the following OPE in the chiral molecule,
the total conductance is large and otherwise small. As a consequence, different chirality and
magnetization can lead to different MR and speed of adsorbance as well.
We employ the same two-terminal model and add an exchange field (M ) along the z-direction
to the spin components in both leads. The intermediate SOC regime mimics the noble metal
part. As shown in Figure 3b, the conductance changes as switching the sign of magnetization.
The change of conductance ∆G is proportional to the magnitude of M . One can understand
the role of the OPE by observing GSz and GLz , as shown in Figure 3d. When flipping the
magnetization, it is not surprising GSz changes its sign at a certain energy. Subsequently, the
magnitude of GLz varies because of the SOC. In Figure 3d, the increase (decrease) of |GLz |
around 1.8 (–1.8) eV rationalizes the increase (decrease) of G at the same energy regime in
Figure 3b, as a consequence of the OPE. Here, we include a finite dephasing parameter.
As shown in Figure 3c, ∆G = 0 if η = 0. As increasing η, ∆G first increases quickly
and then reduces if η is too large (see more in SM). In the coherent two-terminal measurement
(η = 0) (85), the reciprocity theorem requires GL→R(M) = GL→R(−M). However, the virtual
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Figure 3: Magnetoresistance with magnetic leads. (a) The device model with two magnetized
(±M) leads. (b) The total conductance varies when flipping the lead magnetization. (c) The
change of the conductance ∆G = G(+M)−G(−M) increases as increasing the magnitude of
M and the dephasing term η. The inset of the lower panel shows the dependence of ∆G (the
right peak at about 1.8 eV on η in a larger scale. (d) As flipping M from – to +, GSz changes
sign in the general energy window, leading to changes of GLz . The increase (decrease) of GLz
accounts for the increase (decrease) of G in (b), as an inverse effect of the orbital polarization.
We set λSOC = 0.5 in all these calculations.
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lead (iη) releases this constrain, resulting in nonzero MR. The nonreciprocal MR is well consist
with the fact that the differential conductance (dI/dV ) changes as reversing M in experiment.
It should be noted that the dephasing is actually zero if no current flows in the device. If
the dephasing is too large, electrons are completely incoherent and feel no OPE in the transport.
This explains the decreasing of MR for large dephasing. In addition, we verify that calculated
conductance satisfies the global Onsager’s reciprocal relation, GL→R(M) = GR→L(−M) (see
SM).
The unidirectional conductance can also rationalize the chiral separation. We note that
the adsorbance and desorbance correspond to opposite charge transfer directions between the
substrate and the chiral molecule. Therefore, a chiral molecule releases slower (faster) from the
surface if it adsorbs faster (slower). Both adsorbance and desorbance guarantees that a substrate
with certain magnetization attracts one chirality faster than the opposite chirality.
Discussion
Unidirectional Conductance and Electric Magnetochiral Anisotropy
In the CISS-induced MR, as discussed above, the lead magnetization and the chirality together
pick up one direction, along which the current flow is favored in the device. The conductance
(G) and resistance (R) can be describe to the leading order as,
G(M, I) = G0 +GχM · I (4)
R(M, I) = R0 −RχM · I (5)
where R0 = 1/G0, Rχ = Gχ/(G0)2, M stands for the magnetization in the lead, I for the
current, Gχ for the chirality (χ) determined conductance (Gχ = −G−χ). G0 is the ordinary
conductivity while G(2) characterizes the unidirectional contribution. We point out that the linear
relation of G on I comes from the approximate linear dependence on dephasing in the small η
region. So the specific form of Eqs. 4 & 5 can be modified by the dephasing dependence. For
the I-V relation, we obtain
I = G0V/(1−GχMV ) ≈ G0V +G0GχMV 2 +O(V 3) (6)
where the sign ofM can be ±. Equation 6 agrees with the nonlinear I-V curves in experiments
(21,12, 23, 24, 26, 27, 84). It indicates that the CISS-induced MR can be probed by two-terminal
experiments, to be accurate, in the nonlinear regime, which was debated recently (60, 86, 62, 87).
However, one can gain significant insights into MR by the linear-response scenario by assuming a
dephasing term, reminding that the dephasing commonly exists due to the energy dissipation and
inelastic effects at finite current. The anisotropic conductance can lead to the current rectification.
Suppose applying an ac electric field E(t) = E0 cosωt between two leads, the V 2 term in Eq. 6
leads to a dc current density averaged in the driving period. The dc current (or open-circle
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voltage) may be considered for photon-detection or energy-harvesting from the long-wavelength
light without requiring specific polarization in light.
The nonreciprocal conductance described by Eqs. 4 & 5 reminisces the electrical magnetochi-
ral anisotropy (EMChA) discussed in literature (74,88), which was observed in chiral conductors
(e.g., bismuth helix (74)) in the presence of a magnetic field. Corresponding resistance change
(∆R) of a chiral conductor (chirality χ = ±1) subject to a longitudinal magnetic field B is
expressed as ∆R = R0χB ·I. This effect was heuristically derived by generalizing the Onsager’s
reciprocal theorem into the nonlinear regime (74).
Rikken et al once speculated the underlying connection between EMChA and CISS (20, 89).
Our work reveals the unambiguous link between EMChA and the CISS-induced nonreciprocal
MR (rather than the spin current). Both EMChA and the CISS-induced MR satisfy the global
Onsager’s reciprocity. The EMChA refers to the conductor regime where both the TRS- and
IS-breaking occur. In comparison, the CISS-induced MR is induced by the IS-breaking in the
conductor but the TRS-breaking in leads. By generalizing this symmetry condition in a two-
terminal device, we can distribute the IS- and TRS-breaking to any of three regimes, including
two leads and the conductor, to induce the nonreciprocity. We note that the magnetic leads
can also be antiferromagnetic since some noncollinear antiferromagnets can also generate spin-
polarized current (90). Also, the OPE provides one possible microscopic scenario for EMChA
by revealing the role of the quantum orbital and SOC.
Beyond the Chiral Structure
We point out that the OPE can also generate nontrivial spin-transport phenomena in non-helical
and even non-chiral systems. The OPE is caused by orbital texture, which only requires the
IS-breaking if TRS exists. The chiral structure represents a strong case of the inversion-breaking.
F thee, the induced orbital polarization may differ from the current direction, depending on the
way of inversion-breaking.
Take an achiral chain for example, see Figure 4a. It is periodic along the z axis and has
mirror reflection for x. The mirror symmetry forces orbitals Lz, Ly to vanish but allows the
existence of Lx. In the band structure, the orbital texture refers to the locking between Lx and
kz (see Figure 4b). If leads are nonmagnetic, OPE induces nonzero GSx rather than GSz in the
presence of SOC from the contact. If leads exhibit magnetization along the x direction, OPE
induces the MR as reversing the magnetization. This model shows that the spin polarization does
not necessarily align with the current flow. For a general noncentrosymmetric material (chiral or
achiral), the orbital polarization depends on the specific symmetry. Therefore, we can engineer
the geometric atomic structure to tailor the direction and magnitude of the spin-polarization.
The OPE-induced nonreciprocal MR in noncentrosymmetric systems coincides with the fact
that EMChA was recently been generalized to ordinary IS-breaking materials for example, Si
FET (91) and the polar semiconductor BiTeBr (92) and also predicted for noncentrosymmetric
Weyl semimetals (93).
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Figure 4: The orbital and spin polarization in an achiral system. (a) The device structure. The
center region represents a molecule that has reflection symmetry but breaks inversion symmetry.
(b) Corresponding band structure with Lx orbital polarization. (c) The conductance is both
orbital and spin-polarized when leads are nonmagnetic. The spin-polarization is along the x
direction rather than the z axis. (d) It also exhibits magnetoresistance (the dephasing η = 0.005)
as switching on the magnetization from the +x to −x directions in leads.
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Summary
In summary, our theory brings the missing block, the orbital degree of freedom, to understand
the consequence of chiral atomic structures. The orbital polarization effect circumvents the
weak SOC in organic molecules and explains the robustness of the CISS-induced phenomena,
by the intense orbital texture in the molecule and the large SOC in the lead. The orbital texture
provides an insightful quantity in the band structure to estimate the CISS effect for real materials.
Additionally, our work resolves the debate on the dephasing. We found that the dephasing is
unnecessary to generate the spin current when employing multi-channel leads while it is required
to induce the MR and magnetic chiral selection. The nonreciprocal conductance can lead to
current rectification and may be applied for photodetection or energy harvesting. From the OPE,
we can deduce the EMChA independently, which refers to the nonreciprocal MR observed in the
solid-state materials. Beyond helical molecules and even beyond the chiral structure, the OPE
paves a way to manipulate the spin polarization by engineering the atomic structure in general
noncentrosymmetric materials. Since the chirality is a common feature of many chemical and
most biochemical systems, possibly the extent of OPE may be larger than one can imagine from
the CISS, which calls for further investigations. Our work may provide a topological perspective
to understand the fundamental role of chirality in the biological (94) and chemical (38, 95)
systems.
Methods
We calculate the band structure of 310 helix by the density-functional theory within the general-
ized gradient approximation (96) using the the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) (97).
The orbital moment Lz is extracted from the phase-dependent atomic-orbital projection of the
Bloch wave function. Information for the transport calculations can be found in the SM.
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S1. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL
For the helix model with the three-fold skew rotation, there are three atomic sites (R cos(i − 1)2pi/3, R sin(i −
1)2pi/3, z0(i − 1)(i = 1, 2, 3) within the unit cell, where i is the site number. We set the orbital bases px, py, pz on
each site. The onsite energy of p orbitals are set to zero while the nearest neighboring hopping is modelled by the
Slater-Koster hopping. Therefore, the spinless Hamiltonian H(kz) can be expressed in the px,y,z orbitals of three
atomic sites,
H(kz) =
 0 T12exp(−ikz · a/3) T13exp(+ikz · a/3)T21exp(+ikz · a/3) 0 T23exp(−ikz · a/3)
T31exp(−ikz · a/3) T32exp(+ikz · a/3) 0
,
 (S1)
where 1, 2, 3 represent the atomic sites in the unitcell, kz and a are the wave vector and lattice constant in the z
direction, respectively. Tij is the nearest-neighbor hopping matrix from site i to site j and can be written as
Tij(φij , θij) =
 tij,xx tij,xy tij,xztij,yx tij,yy tij,yz
tij,zx tij,zy tij,zz
 (S2)
tij,xx = tpi sin
2 φij + cos
2 φij(tσ sin
2 θij + tpi cos
2 θij)
tij,yy = tpi cos
2 φij + sin
2 φij(tσ sin
2 θij + tpi cos
2 θij)
tij,zz = tσ cos
2 θij + tpi sin
2 θij
tij,xy = tij,yx = sinφij cosφij(tσ sin
2 θij − tpi cos2 θij)
tij,xz = tij,xz = cosφij sin θij cos θij(tσ − tpi)
tij,yz = tij,zy = sinφij sin θij cos θij(tσ − tpi)
(S3)
Here, φij and θij are the spherical coordinates of site j relative to site i. For the helix molecule, θij is set to ±pi/4
(so that z0 = 2
√
3R), and φij can adopt ±pi/6,±5pi/6,±3pi/2 value. For the hopping parameter, tσ and tpi are 1.5 eV
and -0.5 eV respectively. With the above parameter, band structure is calculated and shown in Figure 1(b).
S2. ANISOTROPIC HOPPING ALONG THE CHIRAL CHAIN
In the last section, we derive the hopping matrix from site i to site j under px, py, pz bases. To understand the
chiral selection from the anisotropic hopping, we write Tij under the p+, p0, p− orbital basis,
Tij(φij , θij) =
 tij,++ tij,+0 tij,+−tij,0+ tij,00 tij,0−
tij,−+ tij,−0 tij,−−
 (S4)
2tij,++ = (tpi(1 + cos
2 θij) + tσ sin
2 θij)/2
tij,00 = tσ cos
2 θij + tpi sin
2 θij
tij,−− = (tpi(1 + cos2 θij) + tσ sin2 θij)/2
tij,+0 = tij,0− = ((tσ − tpi) sin θij cos θij exp(−iφij))/
√
2
tij0,+ = tij,−0 = ((tσ − tpi) sin θij cos θij exp(+iφij))/
√
2
tij,+− = ((tσ − tpi) sin2 θij exp(−i2φij))/2
tij,−+ = ((tσ − tpi) sin2 θij exp(+i2φij))/2
(S5)
For the right-hand helical chain with the n-fold screw rotation, Figure S1 shows the electron hopping from site i to
adjacent site i− 1 and site i+ 1, and such process can be denoted as ’d’ (down) and ’u’ (up) respectively. Therefore,
the hopping matrix is written as Td = Ti(i−1)(pi−φ/2,−θ) and Tu = Ti(i+1)(φ/2, θ), and their relation can be further
derived:
Tu =
 tu++ tu+0 tu+−tu0+ tu00 tu0−
tu−+ tu−0 tu−−

=
 td++ · e−i2pi·∆Lz++/n td+0 · e−i2pi·∆Lz+0/n td+− · e−i2pi·∆Lz+−/ntd0+ · e−i2pi·∆Lz0+/n td00 · e−i2pi·∆Lz00/n td0− · e−i2pi·∆Lz0−/n
td−+ · e−i2pi·∆Lz−+/n td−0 · e−i2pi·∆Lz−0/n td−− · e−i2pi·∆Lz−−/n
 (S6)
Therefore, suppose there are two orbitals p and q, the phase factor that connects the hopping term tupq and tdpq can
be expressed as e−i2pi·∆Lzpq/n, where ∆Lzpq is the z-component angular momentum (Lz) differences between orbital
p and orbital q. For the intra-orbital and inter-orbital hopping, we further have:
tu++ = tu−− = td++ = td−− (S7)
tu00 = td00 (S8)
tu+− = td+−e−i4pi/n (S9)
tu+0 = tu0− = td+0e−i2pi/n = td0−e−i2pi/n (S10)
To validate the above Tu and Td relation expressed by the differences of angular momentum, we further consider the
d-orbital hopping in the chiral chain, with Lz = 2, 1, 0,−1,−2. Similarly, the hopping matrix from site i to site j
under the d2i, d1i, d0i, d−1i, d−2i orbital basis can be written as:
Tij(φij , θij) =

tij−2−2 tij−2−1 tij−20 tij−21 tij−22
tij−1−2 tij−1−1 tij−10 tij−11 tij−12
tij0−2 tij0−1 tij00 tij01 tij02
tij1−2 tij1−1 tij10 tij11 tij12
tij2−2 tij2−1 tij20 tij21 tij22
 (S11)
tij22 = tij−2−2 = (3tσ − 4tpi + tδ) sin4 θ/8 + tpi sin2 θ + tδ cos2 θ
tij11 = tij−1−1 = (3tσ − 4tpi + tδ) sin2 θ cos2 θ/2 + tpi(1 + cos2 θ) + tδ sin2 θ
tij00 = tσ(sin
2 θ − cos2 θ)2/4 + 3tpi sin2 θ cos2 θ + 3tδ sin4 θ/4
(S12)
3FIG. S1. Anisotropic hopping in the chiral chain. For the right hand helical chain, the hopping process from site i to i− 1 and
from site i to site i+ 1 can be denoted as ’d’ (down) and ’u’ (up), respectively.
tij21 = t
†
ij12 = −tij−1−2 = −t†ij−2−1
= (4(tδ − tpi) sin 2θ − (3tσ − 4tpi + tδ) sin2 θ sin 2θ)e−iφ
tij20 = t
†
ij02 = tij0−2 = t
†
ij−20
= (
√
6 sin2 θ/8)(tσ(cos
2 θ − sin2 θ)− 4tpi cos2 θ + tδ(1 + cos2 θ))e−i2φ
tij2−1 = t
†
ij−12 = −tij1−2 = −t†ij−21
= (sin 2θ sin2 θ/8)(3tσ − 4tpi + tδ)e−i3φ
tij2−2 = t
†
ij−22
= (sin4 θ/8)(3tσ − 4tpi + tδ)e−i4φ
tij10 = t
†
ij01 = −tij0−1 = −t†ij−10
= (
√
(3) sin θ cos θ/4)(tσ(2 cos
2 θ − sin2 θ)− 2tpi cos 2θ + tδ sin2 θ)e−iφ
tij1−1 = t
†
ij−11
= (sin2 θ/2)((tδ − tpi)− (3tσ − 4tpi + tδ) cos2 θ)e−i2φ
(S13)
With Td = Ti(i−1)(pi − φ/2,−θ) and Tu = Ti(i+1)(φ/2, θ), the general relation between the matrix element tupq
in Tu and tdpq in Td can be written as (where p and q are d orbitals, and ∆Lzpq is the Lz difference between them):
tupq = tdpqexp(−i2pi ·∆Lzpq/n) (S14)
S3. MODEL PARAMETERS FOR THE TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS
Hopping parameters for the two terminal device are presented in Figure S2, and their values are specified in the
attached codes. To calculate the orbital channel-specific conductance of the achiral chain, we set the isotropic hopping
t in leads. We also test the spin channel-specific conductance for both the isotropic hopping (t = tσ = tpi = 1.3 eV,
orbital Lx conserved) and the general anisotropic hopping (tσ = 1.5 eV, tpi = 1.3 eV, orbital Lx non-conserved) in
leads, and results in Figure S6 display the similar feature.
4FIG. S2. Hopping parameters for the two-terminal device: (a) chiral molecule, and (b) achiral molecule.
FIG. S3. Band structures of the lead, the SOC region and the chiral molecule. The chiral molecule is represented by the
right-hand helix model discussed above and related hopping parameters and SOC strength are detailed in the section S3.
FIG. S4. Verification of the global Onsager’s reciprocal relation. When dephasing term η is set to zero, ∆G = GL→R(M) −
GR→L(−M) = 0.
5FIG. S5. Orbital channel-specific conductance of the chiral chain. Nine kinds of conductance from L+,L0,L− orbital channel
in the left lead to the L+,L0,L− orbital channel in the right lead are presented (SOC strength is set to zero.)
6FIG. S6. Orbital channel-specific conductance for the achiral chain. Nine kinds of conductance from L+,L0,L− orbital channel
in the left lead to the L+,L0,L− orbital channel in the right lead are presented (SOC strength is set to zero.)
7FIG. S7. Influence of dephasing parameter η on spin conductance GSz of (a)-(b) multiple-mode leads and (c)-(d) single-mode
leads, respectively. (a), (c) GSz as function of energy for various η. (b), (d) GSz as function of η and λSOC at fixed energy
(indicated by the arrows in (a) and (c), respectively). The single-mode leads are created by setting tleadspi = 0 so that only pz
modes (with two spins) contribute to spin and charge transport. For single-mode leads a finite dephasing is needed to generate
nonzero GSz whereas for multiple-mode leads it is not necessary.
FIG. S8. Spin conductance GSx for the Lx orbital conserved lead and non-conserved lead in the achiral chain device. Detailed
hopping parameters are shown in section S3.
